The postnatal reorganization of primary afferent input and dorsal horn cell receptive fields in the rat spinal cord is an activity-dependent process.
The dorsal horn of the spinal cord in the newborn rat is characterized by large cutaneous mechanoreceptive fields, a predominance of A-fibre synaptic inputs and diffuse primary afferent A-fibre projections, all of which are gradually reduced and refined over the first postnatal weeks. This may be partly responsible for the reduction in cutaneous flexion reflex sensitivity of rats over the postnatal period. Here we show that chronic, local exposure of the dorsal horn of the lumbar spinal cord to the NMDA antagonist MK801 from birth prevents the normal functional and structural reorganization of A-fibre connections. Dorsal horn cells in spinal MK801-treated animals, investigated at eight weeks of age by in vivo electrophysiological recording, had significantly larger cutaneous mechanoreceptive fields and greater A-fibre evoked responses than vehicle controls. C-fibre evoked responses were unaffected. Chronic MK801 also prevented the normal structural reorganization of A-fibre terminals in the spinal cord. The postnatal withdrawal of superficially projecting A-fibre primary afferents to deeper laminae did not occur in treated animals although C-fibre afferent terminals and cell density in the dorsal horn were apparently unaffected. Spinal MK801-treated animals also had significantly reduced behavioural reflex thresholds to mechanical stimulation of the hindpaw compared to naïve and vehicle-treated animals, whereas noxious heat thresholds remained unaffected. The results indicate that the normal postnatal structural and functional development of A-fibre sensory connectivity within the spinal cord is an activity-dependent process requiring NMDA receptor activation.